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ABSTRACT
The recognition of an object indicated by an
interacting person is an important function for a
robot that provides services in daily environments.
To improve recognition performance, we must
decrease the ambiguity of indicating the behaviors
of people. For this purpose, two interaction
strategies have been proposed: explicitly providing
instructions to people about how to refer to objects
or implicitly aligning with people’s indicating
behaviors. Although human personality is an
important factor in human-robot interactions,
the relationship between personality and the two
strategies has not been revealed. Moreover, it
remains unknown which strategy is appropriate
to individual personalities. In this paper, we
investigate the relationship between human
personalities and the two robot interaction
strategies in object recognition contexts in
conversations with people.
Our experimental
results suggest that appropriate interaction
strategies differ by individual personalities.

processing [1]. Nickel et al. used the 3D
positions of hands and the head and as well as
its orientation to recognize pointing gestures in
object references [2].
Even though such techniques improve the
sensing capabilities of robots, recognizing the
objects indicated by users remains difficult
because user references are often ambiguous
during conversations. For example, users
might not always use the words contained in a
robot’s database, or they might not always use
enough words to identify an object [5]. Even
if the robots can perfectly recognize user’s
speech or pointing gestures, sometimes they
might fail to distinguish an object indicated by
humans from other objects.
How can a robot encourage a user to clarify
his references? Two interaction strategies have
been proposed: implicit alignment and explicit
instruction [6].
In implicit alignment, a robot implicitly aligns
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Bring me that
magazine.

The middle
one?

1 INTRODUCTION
Social robots in human society need to
recognize the objects indicated by users
(Figure 1). A variety of approaches have
been proposed to recognize indicated objects
based on user’s speech and pointing gestures
[1,2,3,4]. Schauerte et al. integrated speech
and pointing gesture recognition by image
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Figure 1. Recognition of an indicated object by an
interlocutor
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with the people’s indicating behaviors. For
example, the robot implicitly elicits pointing
gestures and lexical expressions contained
in the robot’s database from a user through
alignment phenomena. In communication,
humans tend to synchronize such behaviors as
vocabulary [7], syntax [8], lexical expressions
[9], and body movements [10,11] with
their interlocutors.
This phenomenon,
called alignment, occurs in interactions not
only between humans but also between a
human and such artificial media as spoken
dialogue systems [12,13,14,15,16] and robots
[17,18,19,20,21]. Inspired by these alignment
findings, some research proposed robotic
systems that aimed to improve the recognition
performance of objects indicated by a user by
eliciting the user’s references by alignment
[22].
In the explicit instruction strategy, the robot
directly instructs the person how to refer to
objects. For example, it explicitly tells a user,
“Please describe the object’s name, its color,
and its size when pointing at it.” The ambiguity
of the user’s references is expected to decrease
if she accepts that request.
Concerning these two interaction strategies,
Kimoto et al.
reported that an implicit
alignment strategy makes a more positive
impression of conversations on users than the
explicit instruction strategy. On the other
hand, the recognition performance doesn’t
differ between the two strategies. Hence
they concluded that the implicit alignment
approach outperformed the explicit instruction
approach for object recognition contexts in
conversations with people.
However, since their experiment doesn’t
consider human personality, it remains
unknown which strategy is appropriate for
individual personalities. Human personality
is an important factor in human-robot
interactions [23] and appropriate interaction
strategies differ based on it. This paper
addresses the relationship between human
personality and robot’s interaction strategies
in object recognition contexts in conversations
with people.
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Ask
Please choose
a book.

Refer
Bring that
one to me.

Confirm
The blue
one?

Answer

Yes.

Figure 2. Object reference conversation: black and
white rectangles respectively denote robot and human
turns

We developed a robot system that recognizes
the objects indicated by a user and
experimentally analyzed the relationship
between personality and the two strategies.
Based on the experiment results, we discuss
appropriate interaction strategies for individual
personalities.
2 INTERACTION DESIGN
2.1 Object Reference Conversation
To analyze the relationship between
personality and these two interaction
strategies, we used an interaction called
object reference conversations (Figure 2).
Such conversations are already being used
in human-robot interaction research fields to
explore several research purposes, including
lexical entrainment in human-robot interaction
[21] and comparisons between two interaction
strategies [6].
Object reference conversations consist of four
parts; Ask, Refer, Confirm, and Answer. First,
a robot asks an interlocutor to refer to an object
in an environment (Ask). Next, the interlocutor
refers to an object (Refer), and the robot
confirms the object to which the interlocutor
referred (Confirm). Then the interlocutor
answers whether the object confirmed by the
robot is correct (Answer).
2.2 Implicit Alignment Strategy
We adopted the implicit alignment strategy
proposed by Kimoto et al. [22]. In this
strategy, a robot makes confirmations
that contain minimum information for
distinguishing objects. Figure 3 shows an
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Ask

Refer

Please choose
a book.

Bring the
middle one
to me.

A A A

Confirm

Answer

The green one?

Yes.

A A A

Figure 3. Conversation with implicit alignment strategy

example of an object reference conversation
with an implicit alignment strategy.
This strategy exploits alignment in object
reference conversations. Based on these three
alignment phenomena, lexical alignment,
gestural alignment, and alignment inhibition,
past work designed robot behavior as follows.
A robot should use minimum information
for distinguishing among objects in the
environment.
Alignment inhibition is
a formation phenomenon of alignment
decreasing in some conversations. Through
this design, people learn to make references
that include enough information to identify
the objects by reducing the alignment
inhibitions.
Past work implemented this
design in the Confirm part in the object
reference conversation described in the section
2.1. Their experimental results suggested
the possibility of improving the recognition
performance by the implicit alignment of
reference behavior.
2.3 Explicit Instruction Strategy
We adopted the explicit instruction strategy
[6].
In this strategy, a robot provides
instructions about how to refer to objects in
a way that asks the interlocutors to make a
reference that includes as much information
as possible and requests that they use the
information that was missing from the previous
references. Figure 4 shows an example of an
object reference conversation with an explicit
instruction strategy.
This strategy is based on the following
considerations. If an interlocutor refers to
an object as instructed by the robot, it will
probably recognize it with high performance.
If the robot’s recognition fails partly because
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Ask

Refer

Can you point to a book and
describe its color and title?

A A A

Confirm
The A and
green one?

Answer
Yes.

A A A

Figure 4. Conversation with explicit instruction strategy

of noise, insufficient speech volume, or unclear
gestures, references that include sufficient
information increase the chances that the
robot will correctly recognize the referenced
object. In addition, if the interlocutor fails
to follow the robot’s instructions, the robot
should request that the interlocutor use all of
the instructed information for the following
object references. This suggestion encourages
the interlocutor to do so in subsequent
conversations.

3 SYSTEM
We developed a system by following past
works that implemented implicit alignments
and/or explicit instructions for object reference
conversations [6,22]. The system consists
of four parts: sensors, an indicated object
recognition function, an object information
database, and a robot behavior control
function. When a user refers to an object,
the indicated object recognition function
recognizes the user’s reference behavior and
estimates the indicated object. The robot
behavior control function chooses a robot
behavior that corresponds to the implemented
strategy and sends a behavior command to
the robot. The robot confirms the indicated
object and asks a user to refer to it in the next
conversation in a way decided by the robot
behavior control function. Figure 5 illustrates
the architecture of our developed system.
The system can also have object reference
conversations as a basic function. In its
Ask and Confirm parts, the robot performs
a behavior that corresponds to whichever
approach is used by the robot.
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Sensors

Indicated object recognition function

Microphone

Speech recognition
module

Depth image
sensor

Pointing gesture
recognition module

Integration
module

Face direction
recognition module
Coordinate
attributes

Robot behavior control function

Object information
database

Ask behavior
control module

Confirm behavior
control module

Figure 5. System architecture to recognize an object
indicated by a user
Depth image sensor
1.5 m

4.3 Conditions
We controlled the strategy that was applied
to our developed system (applied strategy
factor).
The applied strategy factor had
two levels: implicit alignment and explicit
instruction. Both were respectively applied
to the Confirm and Ask parts of the object
reference conversations. The applied strategy
factor had a within-participant condition.
There was no difference in the manner
of recognizing the interlocutor’s reference
behavior and estimating the indicated object.

2.6 m

P

3.3 m

R

0.6 m

P Participant

R Robot

Figure 6. Experimental environment

4 EXPERIMENT
4.1 Environment
The participants were seated in front of the
robot. Five objects were placed in a 1.5 m by
3.3 m rectangular area between the robot and
the participant. The books were grouped close
together without overlapping approximately
0.6-2.6 m from the participants (Figure 6).
We controlled the attributes of the books by
following past research work which focused on
object reference conversations [6,22]. All of
the books were the same size: 21 cm by 27.5
cm. Their attributes were color and symbol
and the letter on the cover. There were three
colors: red, blue, or yellow. Three symbols
were placed on the book covers: a circle, a
triangle, or a square. There were two letters:
Q and B. We prepared 18 books to satisfy all
combinations of the attributes.
4.2 Participants
Twenty people (ten females and ten males,
who averaged 35.5 years of age, SD = 9.9)
participated in our experiment.
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4.3.1 Implicit Alignment Condition
In the implicit alignment condition, unlike the
explicit instruction condition, the robot did
not explicitly provide instructions about the
reference way; it just says, “Please choose a
book” in the Ask part.
On the other hand, in the Confirm part
the robot uttered a different sentence. For
this purpose, we implemented an implicit
alignment design for the reference behavior. In
this condition, the robot confirmed the object
with minimum information for distinguishing
among objects; the confirmations were
based on the implicit alignment strategy of
references [22]. This approach determines
the robot’s object reference behaviors, i.e.,
with or without pointing behavior and speech
contents, by considering the objects’ position
relationships and characteristics. A robot
pointed to decrease the candidates of the
referenced objects. The speech format of the
confirmations is the sequence of the objects’
attributes. For example, the robot asks, “That
blue book with a circle on its cover?” or “That
yellow book?”
4.3.2 Explicit Instruction Condition
In the explicit instruction condition, the robot
gives instructions about how to refer to objects
in a way that asks interlocutors to make a
reference that includes as much information as
possible in the Ask part.
The speech format of the explicit instructions
includes two sentences. The first is used
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every time; the second is only used when a
participant did not use all of the information
requested by the first sentence in the previous
reference.
For example, the robot asks, “Can you refer to
the book by color, a symbol on its cover, a letter
on its cover as well as by pointing and looking
at it? Please refer to a letter and point.”
In the Confirm part of this condition, since
the robot verified the objects with all of the
information, it gave every attribute of an object
and pointed during the confirmations.

Figure 7. Example of book arrangement

model. The five factors have been labeled as
follows [24]:

4.4 Procedure
We conducted our experiment as follows. First,
we explained it to the participants who signed
consent forms. Next, we orally gave them
the following instructions: “The robot can
recognize human speech, pointing gestures,
and face directions. It will ask you to indicate
a book. Do so as if you were dealing with a
person.”
After the instructions, the participants selected
five books among the 18 and arranged them
based on the experimenter’s instruction:
“Please arrange the books in one place.”
An example of the arrangement is shown
in Figure 7.
After that the participant
repeated the object reference conversations
ten times. We call this set of ten object
references the conversation sessions, which
were conducted in both applied approach
conditions: explicit instruction and implicit
alignment.
The participants answered
questionnaires about their impressions of
the conversations after each conversation
session. We counterbalanced the order of the
interactive strategy conditions. At the end
of the experiment, the participants answered
questionnaires to provide insights into their
personalities.
4.5 Measurement

I. Extraversion
(talkative,
assertive,
energetic)
II. Agreeableness
(good-natured,
cooperative, trustful)
III. Conscientiousness (orderly, responsible,
dependable)
IV. Neuroticism (calm, not neurotic, not
easily upset)
V. Openness to experience (intellectual,
imaginative, independent-minded)
We prepared questionnaire items to test the Big
Five personality traits. All of the questionnaire
items were evaluated on a 1-to-7 point scale.
4.5.2 Conversation Impressions
To investigate the participant’s impressions of
the conversations, we measured the following
four subjective items by questionnaires:
A. The conversation with the robot caused a
mental load (load feeling).
B. The conversation with the robot was a
nuisance (troublesome feeling).
C. The conversation with the robot felt
natural (natural feeling).
D. The conversation with the robot was
boring (monotonous feeling).

4.5.1 Personality
As personality scales, we used the Big Five
personality traits, known as the five-factor
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The questionnaire items were evaluated on a
1-to-7 point scale.
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6
5

*

***

**

4
3
2
1
Load feeling Troublesome
(7: biggest
feeling
load)
(7: most
troublesome)
Implicit

Natural
feeling
(7: most
natural)

Monotonous
feeling (7:
most
monotonous)

Explicit

Figure 8.
Questionnaire results of conversation
impressions (mean ± SE)

4.5.3 Recognition Performance
Recognition performance denotes the success
rate of the indicated object recognition. We
accurately calculated it from the number of
object references recognized by the robot.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Correlation between Personality and
Conversation Impressions
Figure 8 shows the questionnaire results.
We conducted a paired t-test and found a
significant difference among the load feeling (
t(19) = 2.1, p = .049, d = .72), troublesome
feeling (t(19) = 4.2, p < .001, d = 1.1), and
natural feeling (t(19) = −3.0, p = .008, d =
.70). For the monotonous feeling, we found no
significant difference between the conditions
(t(19) = −.47, p = .643, d = .10).
To analyze the correlation between the Big
Five personality factors and the questionnaire
items, we conducted a correlation analysis
using the Pearson correlation.
Table 1
shows the correlation analysis results. We
found a positive correlation between the
extraversion factor and the conversation’s
load feeling with the implicit alignment
strategy, between the agreeableness factor and
the monotonous feeling of the conversations
with the implicit alignment strategy, and
between the neuroticism and monotonous
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Object recognition performance (%)

Average score of questionnaire items

*: p < .05 **: p < .01 ***: p < .001

7

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Implicit

Explicit

Figure 9. Results of indicated object recognition
performance (mean ± SE)

feelings of conversations with the implicit
alignment strategy. In addition, we found a
negative correlation between extraversion and
the natural feeling of the conversations with
the implicit alignment strategy and between
openness to experience and the natural feeling
of conversations with the implicit alignment
strategy.
5.2 Correlation between Personality and
Recognition Performance
Figure 9 shows the results of the indicated
object recognition performance. We conducted
a paired t-test and found no significant
difference between the two conditions
(t(19) = −.58, p = .57, d = .18).
To analyze the correlation between the Big
Five personality factors and the recognition
performance, we conducted a correlation
analysis using Pearson correlation. Table 2
shows its results. We found no correlation
between the Big Five personality factors and
the recognition performance.
6 DISCUSSION
6.1 Relationship
between
Human’s
Personality and Robot’s Interaction
Strategies
The overall implicit alignment strategy left
the users with a more positive impression of
the conversations than the explicit instruction
strategy. On the other hand, a part of the
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Table 1. Correlation between personality and conversation impressions (Pearson correlation)

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness to experience
∗
p < .05 ∗∗ p < .01

Load feeling
Implicit Explicit
.53*
.08
-.21
.29
-.39
.13
-.13
.03
-.04
-.02

Troublesome feeling
Impliciit Explicit
.35
-.02
.31
.43
-.18
-.14
.13
-.12
-.02
-.14

Table 2.
Correlation between personality and
conversation impressions (Pearson correlation)

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness to experience

Implicit
.42
-.27
.35
.06
.37

Explicit
.26
-.12
-.02
-.01
.25

correlation analysis about the conversation
impressions suggests a counter-tendency.
People whose rate of extraversion is high tend
to rate the mental load feeling of conversations
with a high implicit alignment strategy and
a natural feeling of conversations with low
implicit alignment strategy. In addition, people
whose rate of agreeableness and neuroticism
is high have a tendency to rate the monotonous
feeling of conversations with a high implicit
alignment strategy.
For the recognition performance, we found
no significant differences between the two
strategies.
Additionally, the correlation
analysis did not reveal any statistical
significance between the two interaction
strategies.
These results suggest that appropriate
interaction strategies differ by personality.
Especially for people with a high rate of
extraversion, a conversation with an implicit
alignment strategy causes a high load and is
not natural. Therefore, the explicit instruction
strategy is good for people whose rate of
extraversion is high. We believe our findings
are useful for designing interactions for
social robots because good impressions of
conversations are important for them and
the consideration of individual personality is
critical for good impressions.
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Natural feeling
Implicit Explicit
-.57**
-.26
.12
.19
-.18
-.16
.26
.02
-.22
-.47*

Monotonous feeling
Implicit Explicit
-.25
-.40
.57**
.36
.06
.18
.51*
.39
.12
.35

6.2 Limitation
In this study, we experimented in a limited
situation where participants specified books
with three features: color, symbol, and
letter. In real environments, the features of
objects are not limited and their variety would
undoubtedly influence the user’s reference
choices. Since our experiment was conducted
with an existing robot, robot generality is also
limited. Robot appearance would influence
user’s conversation impressions.

7 CONCLUSION
In this study, we focused on the relationship
between human personalities and two
interaction strategies, implicit alignment
and explicit instruction. We developed a
system that recognized indicated objects by
integrating speech, pointing, and face direction
recognition results and experimentally
analyzed the relationship between personality
and two interaction strategies.
Our experimental results showed that specific
participants, especially people whose rate of
extraversion is high, don’t prefer conversations
with the implicit alignment strategy, although
the overall implicit alignment strategy left
users with more positive impressions of
conversations than the explicit instruction
strategy. The object reference recognition
performance did not differ between the
two strategies. These results indicate that
appropriate interaction strategies differ by
personality. We believe that our findings
are useful for the design interaction of social
robots that frequently interact with people.
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